To meet the very specific requirements 14 demanded by industry, proteins must be appropriately tailored. 15 Engineering laccases, to improve the oxidation of small 16 molecules, with applications in multiple fields, is, however, a 17 difficult task. Most efforts have concentrated on increasing the 18 redox potential of the enzyme, but in recent work, we have 19 pursued an alternate strategy to engineering these biocatalysts. 20 In particular, we have found that redesigning substrate binding 21 at the T1 pocket, guided by in silico methodologies, to be a 22 more consistent option. In this work, we evaluate the 23 robustness of our computational approach to estimate activity, 24 emphasizing the importance of the binding event in laccase reactivity. Strengths and weaknesses of the protocol are discussed 25 along with its potential for scoring large numbers of protein sequences and thus its significance in protein engineering.
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Article 143 tion has been proven to be sufficient to obtain converged spin 144 densities. In laccases, moreover, the calculated spin population 145 has been shown to be largely invariant to changes in density 146 functionals, basis sets, and initial guesses. 7 147 Molecular Dynamics. To ensure that two substrate 148 molecules can coexist in the active site, molecular dynamics 149 simulations were run for the PcL-4OH system, starting from 150 the configuration depicted in Figure S9 . The ternary complex 151 was solvated with a 10 Å buffer of water in an orthorhombic 152 box and neutralized, and 0.15 M NaCl was added. After 153 equilibration (default settings), 8 × 5 ns production runs at 154 constant temperature (300 K) and pressure (1 atm) were 155 performed with Desmond. 33 The OPLS-2005 force-field 28 and 156 the SPC explicit water model 34 were used. The copper centers 157 were generated with the hetgrp_ffgen utility of Schrodinger, 158 using classical charges and crystal structure geometries. The 159 temperature was regulated with the Nose−Hoover chain 160 thermostat 35 with a relaxation time of 1.0 ps, and the pressure 161 was controlled with the Martyna−Tobias−Klein barostat 36 with 162 isotropic coupling and a relaxation time of 2.0 ps. The RESPA 163 integrator 37 was employed with bonded, near, and far time 164 steps of 2.0, 2.0, and 6.0 fs, respectively. A 9 Å cutoff was used 165 for nonbonded interactions together with the smooth particle 166 mesh Ewald method. 38 167 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 168 Syringaldazine Oxidation by MtL and PcL. Although 169 unusual, there are some examples in the literature where lower 170 redox potential laccases display better k cat than their higher 171 redox potential counterparts. 39 In particular, the oxidation of 172 syringaldazine by MtL (k cat = 1100 min −1 ) has been shown to 173 display improved kinetics over PcL's (k cat = 180 min −1 ). 5 Here, 174 aiming at understanding these differences, we have investigated 175 the oxidation of SGZ by MtL and PcL using computational 176 tools. For this, 96 independent trajectories were produced, with 177 PELE, to establish the most favorable laccase-SGZ binding 178 modes. Then, 20 structures were randomly selected with an 179 energy-distance filter (see Computational Details) and QM/ 180 MM calculations performed to assess the fraction of spin 181 density transferred from the substrate to the enzyme. 182 The interaction energy profiles for SGZ diffusion in MtL and 183 PcL are considerably different ( Figure 1) , and it is clear that 184 binding is more favorable (with a funnel-like profile and lower 185 interaction energies) in MtL than PcL. Additionally, minima in 186 MtL are closer to the electron acceptor and better protected 187 from the solvent (in theory, lowering the ET coupling and 188 reorganization energy, respectively) as seen in Figure S1 In each distribution of data, we have minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum. Each sphere is one computed spin density. 215 occur. 40 This will ensure optimal electronic coupling (shorter 216 donor−acceptor distance) and ET driving force (higher 217 substrate spin density, likely due to the proximity to the 218 catalytic Glu235). In PcL, however, SGZ interacts with the 219 backbone of residues Gly334 and Asn336 and with the side 220 chain of Phe265 anchoring the substrate about 3 Å away from 221 any of the T1 ligands. Indeed, Phe265 has been described to 222 mark the boundary to the entrance channel to T1 site in the 223 high-redox potential laccase from Trametes versicolor, 1KYA, 224 with 66% sequence identity with PcL. 41 In this higher redox 225 enzyme, electron transfer must thus occur through a free space 226 jump (as none of the coordinated residues is close enough to 227 the substrate) or alternatively using other residues (which 228 necessarily imply a longer electron transfer path). These results 229 advocate for improved kinetics in MtL, which is in good 230 agreement with experimental observations. 231 4X-Phenol Oxidation by MtL and PcL. Preliminary PELE 232 simulations for the 4X-phenols with PcL showed different 233 binding modes for each laccase−substrate system. However, 234 QM/MM calculations displayed poor correlation between the 235 amount of spin density computed on each substrate (20 236 structures selected) and the substrate's redox potential (Figure 237 S2 in Supporting Information). Further inspection of the most 238 favorable minima evidenced an important cluster of structures, 239 for all complexes, that included interaction with His456 (first 240 coordination sphere of the Cu T1 site) but not with the 241 catalytic aspartic acid, which is expected to be the proton 242 acceptor ( Figure S3A ). 243 These structures exposed a region in PcL's binding pocket 244 with a volume comparable to that occupied by a water 245 molecule. Further inspection of the available laccases' crystal 246 structures that contained a phenolic substrate showed, for 247 example, that in Melanocarpus albomyces laccase in addition to 248 2,6-dimethoxyphenol it has a crystal water molecule precisely in 249 the position identified in the simulations ( Figure S3B ). For this 250 reason, we have repeated all calculations (PELE + QM/MM), 251 involving the phenols, including an extra water molecule in this 252 position. For each laccase−substrate pair, 240 independent 48h 253 trajectories were produced (interaction energy profiles in 254 Figure S5 ), and 50 complex structures were randomly selected 255 for QM/MM scoring. Computed spin densities for all systems 256 (depicted in Figures S6 and S7 ) offer a qualitative picture 257 where we can see the overall improved oxidation of compound 258 4OH over 4Cl and that complexes with PcL display, on average, 259 higher spin transfer than with MtL. Next, we identified the site 260 with maximum substrate spin density, for each compound, by 261 clustering techniques. For this, computed spin densities (50 for 262 each system) were grouped using k-means and k-medoids, and 263 the obtained clusters (details can be found in SI Table S8 and 264 Figures S9 and S10) were then visually inspected. For both 265 laccases, the highest spin density cluster is also the one with 266 optimal catalytic contacts. The substrate is H-bonded to the 267 catalytic histidine (first electron acceptor, coordinated to the 268 T1 copper) and to the water molecule present in the active site. 269 This is in turn hydrogen bonded to the catalytic Asp, the final 270 proton acceptor ( Figure S4 ). 271 It follows that such a binding mode, besides being from an 272 excellent driving force (most likely due to the proximity of the 273 negatively charged catalytic base), provides both optimal 274 electron tunneling and proton abstraction. If only this cluster 275 of best oxidation position is taken into account, for each 276 system, a good correlation (above 95%) between the computed 277 f4 spin density and the logarithm of the experimental specificity 278 f4 constants is obtained (Figure 4 ). 279 Since specificity constants are not available for PcL, we 319 the oxidation is mainly driven by the best oxidation position, 320 and clustering methods can help finding it. 321 An identical approach (PELE + QM/MM) was also recently 322 used to design a stable manganese peroxidase, 20 which indicates 323 that the methodology benchmarked here can be easily extended 324 to other oxidoreductases. Nevertheless and as stated previously, 325 our aim is to develop cost-effective and reliable computational 326 strategies for protein engineering. In this context, we wish to 327 move away from rational design (where a few variants are 328 designed and validated experimentally) and instead provide an 329 exhaustive protein engineering protocol with reduced human 330 intervention. The goal is to either compute a large set of point 331 mutations and test the most promising experiments or identify 332 amino acids or regions of the protein where directed evolution 333 experiments should focus their effort. In this direction, we have 334 recently shown how the protocol benchmarked here can be 335 used for systematic sequence space search. In the work by 336 Giacobelli et al., 42 we have used PELE to explore the binding in 337 the parental type. After identifying the most reactive laccase− 338 substrate conformation, over 400 mutants were evaluated with 339 a quick (less than 1 h in single processor per mutant) PELE 340 protocol. These calculations can be easily done in less than 1 341 day with 100 CPUs, providing an inexpensive alternative to 342 laboratory directed evolution. In fact, we have shown that while 343 QM/MM scoring (which is the most time-consuming step) 344 provides a reliable assessment it is possible to qualitatively 345 measure catalytic improvement, using only structural and force 346 field based parameters such as donor−acceptor distance, 347 catalytic contacts, and interaction energy. Final QM/MM 348 scoring, which takes 2−4 h on 4 CPUs, can easily be limited to 349 rerank the best 10−100 variants, thus making this protocol 350 appropriate for academic and industrial laboratories, particularly 351 in a first approach to engineering a protein. 352 In conclusion, we demonstrate the robustness of the 353 computational method here benchmarked to accurately predict 354 the oxidation ability of laccases toward small molecules. We 355 discussed its potential to quickly score the activity of a large 356 number of protein sequences toward the oxidation of specific 357 substrates and thus the importance of in silico methodologies in 358 (1), 511. 
